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Fortune Reading Cards
From celebrity psychic Sharina Star
We are all said to be born with psychic ability, but over time, our
left brain takes over from the intuitive right brain and we lose our
confidence in these abilities and our familiarity with them.
In the forthcoming Fortune Reading Cards from renowned
psychic Sharina Star (Rockpool Publishing, $24.95), the set
comprises 36 reading cards that hold a personal or spiritual
message. They can be used anywhere, at any time, and are
particularly fun with groups of friends.
Learning to use the Fortune Reading Cards is simple, just
connect to your inner voice and relax, tune in to your psychic
powers. Practice as often as you can and before you know it,
you will be able to tap into this ability.

Fortune Reading Cards
By Sharina Star
*
Release Date: 1 Nov 2014
*
RRP: AU $24.99

Lots of fun and perfect for Christmas gift guides, Sharina Star’s
Fortune Reading Cards will be available 1 November at major
retailers and online at www.rockpoolpublishing.com.au
Key Information
 Sharina Star is one of Australia’s most respected psychics
 Learn how to read fortunes with 36 reading cards that hold
unique messages
 Perfect for Christmas Gift Guides
 Sharina is sparky media talent and available for interview
 Promotional copies available

*
ISBN: 978-1-925017-37-3
*
Publisher: Rockpool Publishing
*
Category: Fortune Telling Cards

About the Author
Sharina Star is an Australian Psychic medium to the stars who
kicked off her career in radio on 2UE as a regular guest on the
Stan Zemanek show back in 1990. Sharina has featured in
various national magazines and currently has her own star
columns in eight newspapers across New South Wales and
Queensland, including Take 5 Magazine. Her TV experience
includes, Beauty and the Beast, Kerry Ann, A Current Affair,
Midday Show and Bert Newton show. Sharina currently hosts
Psychic Encounters, offering her mystical insight, tarot and
numerology abilities and can be heard Sunday nights from 8 to
midnight on 2UE 954AM Sydney.
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